Serving as a precedent for future center-city infill development, INFIELDS significantly decreases urban residents’ dependency on outside food sources and enhances their mental, physical, and spiritual well-being through the establishment of integral connections between city and nature.
Organic Restaurant Waitress
Shares rent-subsidized unit with family
Enjoys a three-minute walking commute

Empty Nesters
Downsized to a riverfront condominium
Tend to flowers and vegetables in their shared mid-block garden

Vanderbilt Graduate
Spends his nights in a micro-unit rental apartment
Works as a sound engineer for a local record label

First Grader
Learns about food production and processing at the Montessori School
Mom runs a healthcare analytics firm on Jefferson St.

Middle-aged Couple
Moved up to a fee-simple townhouse
Natural Science Professors at Fisk University

WILLLOW OAK CAN:
SEQUESTER 170 LBS OF CO2/YR
INTERCEPT UP TO 140 GAL WATERR/YR

BIOSWALE CAN:
SUPPORT 7.56 GAL/DAY
REMOVE OVER 50% OF HEAVY METAL
REMOVE OVER 80% OF SUSPENDED SOLIDS
REMOVE OVER 30% OF NITROGEN OXIDE

HABITANT SPECTRUM
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